c-jun Is Dispensable for Developmental Cell Death and Axogenesis in the Retina
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Although a number of studies have implicated c-Jun in neuronal death and axonal regeneration, it is unknown whether Jun function is essential for either response. One approach to resolve this issue is to analyze knock-out mice. However, c-jun-null mice die at midgestation, precluding critical investigation. Therefore, a xenograft paradigm was used in which retinas from embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) c-jun nullizygous or wild-type mice were transplanted onto the superior colliculus of newborn rats. The rats were allowed to develop, and the grafts were assayed at various times for cell death and axon growth. Histologically, grafts of both genotypes developed in identical manners and had morphological characteristics of retinas. A functional c-jun allele was not essential for axogenesis, because ganglion cells in retinal grafts from c-jun nullizygous mice developed axons that projected into the colliculus. Programmed cell death (PCD) was also evident in the age-appropriate regions of the retina in both wild-type and c-jun-null grafts. Furthermore, there were no discernible differences in the number or location of dying cells in the two genotypes. That c-jun was not essential for PCD was supported by two additional findings. First, a c-jun-lacZ reporter gene was expressed in many cells in developing and grafted retinas, although only a few of these cells were destined to die. Second, in E12.5 c-jun-null embryos there were normal levels of PCD in the trigeminal ganglion. Together, these data indicate that c-Jun is not essential for axon growth in the retina or for PCD in the retina and trigeminal ganglion.
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Expression of c-jun has been associated with neuronal death (Estus et al., 1994; Guéган et al., 1997) and regeneration (Jenkins and Hunt, 1991; Leah et al., 1991; Vaudano et al., 1998). However, the role of c-jun in these two apparently opposing responses is controversial.

Frequently, neurons that contribute to peripheral nerves can regrow their axons after axotomy. This regenerative response is accompanied by a rapid upregulation of c-jun expression (Jenkins and Hunt, 1991; Leah et al., 1991; Herdegen et al., 1993; Jenkins et al., 1993; DeFelipe and Hunt, 1994; Vaudano et al., 1998) that generally persists until the neuron reestablishes a contact with its target field (Jenkins and Hunt, 1991; Leah et al., 1991; Herdegen et al., 1993). In contrast, neurons that are confined to the CNS cannot normally regrow their axons and express little or no c-jun after axotomy. However, when these neurons are provided a peripheral nerve graft that permits axogenesis, they robustly express c-jun (e.g., Vaudano et al., 1998). Despite these strong circumstantial links between c-jun expression and axonal growth, their significance has been questioned (e.g., Isenmann and Bähr, 1997).

Expression of c-jun has also been observed in association with neuronal death (Dragunow et al., 1993; Estus et al., 1994; Anderson et al., 1995; Ferrer et al., 1996; Guégan et al., 1997). Additionally, overexpression of C-Jun triggers the death, whereas application of either neutralizing antibodies to C-Jun or dominant-negative forms of the transcription factor suppresses the death of cultured sympathetic neurons after growth factor withdrawal (Estus et al., 1994; Ham et al., 1995). Moreover, overexpression of c-Jun (Bossy-Wetzel et al., 1997) or administration of antisense oligonucleotides to c-fos and c-jun (Colotta et al., 1992) modify death in other cell types; suggesting a wider involvement in cell killing. However, programmed cell death (PCD) among dorsal root ganglion neurons in c-jun-null embryos is normal (Roffler-Tarlov et al., 1996). Thus, although there are strong causal links between c-Jun function and death in culture, it is unclear whether c-jun is essential for cell killing in vivo.

One way to resolve whether c-jun is essential for neuronal death or regeneration is through the analysis of c-jun-null mice. However, c-jun-null embryos die at approximately embryonic day 12.5 (E12.5) (Hilberg et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1993), limiting the investigation of these two processes. Therefore, to extend the survival of c-jun-null neural tissue, a retinal xenograft paradigm was used (McLoon and Lund, 1980). This system was selected because (1) the timing, levels, and location of cell death in the developing retina are documented (Young, 1984; Horsburgh and Sefton, 1987); (2) c-jun expression has been associated with axonal sprouting and death in the retina after axotomy (Herdegen et al., 1993; Koistinaho et al., 1993; Hüll and Bähr, 1994a,b; Robinson, 1994, 1995, 1996; Isenmann and Bähr, 1997); and (3) ganglion cells within the xenografts generate axons, providing an opportunity to study the influence of c-Jun on axogenesis. It is shown that cell death and axon growth are indistinguishable in retinal grafts from wild-type and c-jun-null mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Mice and rats were maintained in microisolator cages with continuous food and water supply. For the transplantation studies, CD rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) were used as hosts.
Mice with a heterozygous deletion in the c-jun gene (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) were bred onto a C57BL/6J background. The heterozygotes were mated to generate c-jun nullizygous, c-jun heterozygous, and c-jun wild-type embryos for donor retinas. A transgenic mouse line (c-jun-lacZ), in which the promoter region of c-jun drove expression of bacterial β-galactosidase (S.-C. Chen and J. I. Morgan, unpublished data) was used as a surrogate means to monitor c-jun expression in retinal grafts. Another line of transgenic mice (thymosin-β10-lacZ), which harbored bacterial β-galactosidase under the control of the thymosin-β10 promoter (Chen and Morgan, unpublished data) was used to assess path finding of grafted retinal ganglion cells. Both transgenic mouse lines were on a B6C3 background.

**Genotypic analysis of embryos.** For the grafting studies, c-jun heterozygous mice were mated, and embryos were removed from the mother between E11.5 and E13.5. Genotypic analysis of mouse embryos was performed using the tail according to the supplier's protocol (The Jackson Laboratory). In brief, embryonic tails were digested in 250 μg/ml proteinase K (Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) for 2 hr. After denaturation, PCR was performed with primers IMR006 (GCT AGC ACT CAC GTT GGT AGG) and IMR007 (CTT CCA CCG AGA ATT CCG TGA) to detect the wild-type c-jun allele. Primers IMR008 (AGC GTT TCC TGG GAG CCC GC) and IMR009 (TAA AAC GCA CCG GGT TTG GGT), which amplify the junction of c-jun and the neomycin resistance gene, were used to identify the disrupted allele.

**Grafting experiments.** Mouse embryos (11.5 to 13.5 d old) were removed by cesarian section from deeply anesthetized (ketamine and xylazine) pregnant (c-10) mice were examined by Western blot analysis. Tissue samples were extracted in 50 mm Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, containing 250 mm NaCl, 0.1% NP-40, 1 mm EDTA, 20% glycerol, 5 mm DTT, and protease inhibitors (Complete; Boehringer Mannheim). Control fibroblast extracts containing nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated c-jun were obtained from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). Fifty micrograms of protein were loaded onto 12% acrylamide gels. After electrophoresis and electroblotting onto nylon membranes, the latter were incubated with a rabbit polyclonal anti-c-Jun antiserum (Ab-1, 1/100; Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA). Bound immunoglobulin was detected with the ECL system (Amersham, Amherst, MA).

**RESULTS**

**Lack of a functional c-jun allele does not affect axogenesis in the E12.5 embryo.**

Because c-jun-null mice die in midgestation (Hilberg et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1993), it was not possible to test directly whether c-jun was essential for axonal regeneration in the adult. However, it is known that there are a number of biochemical responses that are common to regenerating neurons in the adult and immature neurons undergoing axogenesis during development (Gorgels et al., 1987; Van der Zee et al., 1989; Pfenninger et al., 1991). Therefore, as an approximation to regeneration, the dependence of developmental axonal growth on c-jun was investigated in c-jun-null mice.

Both wild-type and c-jun-null E12.5 embryos were examined for axon growth using Ungewitter's silver-staining method (Ungewitter, 1951). Although axons in the E12.5 embryos did not stain as intensely as they did in either older animals or differentiated retinal grafts, they were readily detected in the CNS of both wild-type and c-jun-null mice. In coronal sections through the hindbrain near the floor plate, commissural fibers were apparent in both wild-type and c-jun-null embryos (Fig. 1a,b). Moreover, there were no obvious differences in the location or physical characteristics of axons in this and other brain regions of embryos of either genotype (Fig. 1a,b; data not shown). Therefore, a functional c-jun allele was not necessary for the formation and path finding of axons in the E12.5 embryo.

**Lack of a functional c-jun allele does not affect apoptosis in the E12.5 embryo.**

The embryonic lethality of c-jun-null mice also limits their use in the analysis of PCD, because much of the growth factor-dependent cell death in the nervous system occurs at later stages of development (Wright et al., 1983; Young, 1984; Herrup and Busser, 1995). Nevertheless, one previous study showed that PCD among DRG neurons was normal in c-jun-null embryos at E12.5 (Roffler-Tarlov et al., 1996). Therefore, ISEL (Gavrieli et al., 1992) was used to determine whether cell death was affected in other areas of the nervous system in c-jun-null embryos.

ISEL-positive cells were detected throughout the heads of E12.5 embryos of both genotypes in approximately equal numbers and distributions. Apoptotic cells were particularly abundant in the developing inner ear, lamina terminalis, and trigeminal ganglia (Fig. 1c,d; data not shown). Apoptotic cells were also evident in the telencephalic vesicle and pallidum (data not shown). Thus, the absence of a functional c-jun allele did not
appear to affect PCD, as determined by ISEL, in either the CNS (e.g., telencephalic vesicle) or PNS (e.g., trigeminal ganglion) of midgestational embryos.

The stimuli that trigger apoptosis in early neurodevelopment may not be the same as those operating at later stages, at which target-dependent selection and synaptic competition play a role (Oppenheim, 1991; Blaschke et al., 1996). Moreover, the causal experiments that linked c-Jun to neuronal death involved growth factor dependence of sympathetic neurons isolated around the time of birth (Estus et al., 1994; Ham et al., 1995). Thus, the results obtained in E12.5 c-jun-null embryos may not be relevant to the latter form of growth factor-dependent PCD. Similarly, it cannot be precluded that axogenesis is initiated in c-jun-null mice, but that axons subsequently degenerate. Therefore, a retinal xenograft paradigm was used to study the influence of c-jun on cell death and axogenesis during later development.

Axogenesis in retinal grafts does not require a functional c-jun allele

A preliminary characterization of the retinal grafts was performed using a thymosin-B10-lacZ transgenic mouse (Chen and Morgan, unpublished data). In this mouse, the majority of retinal ganglion cells express β-galactosidase from the thymosin-B10 promoter, which serves to define the optic nerve in vivo (Chen and Morgan, unpublished data). The use of this strain of transgenic mouse permits the unambiguous discrimination of donor axons from host axons. Eyes grafted from E12.5 thymosin-B10-lacZ mouse embryos onto P0 rat brain continued to develop (Fig. 2a). By 13 d after transplantation the grafts had many characteristics of more mature eyes, including a lens and ganglion cell axonal bundles (Fig. 2a) that exited the graft and entered the retinorecipient layer of the superior colliculus (Fig. 2b). Because expression of c-jun has been specifically linked to regeneration of

Figure 1. Axogenesis and developmental cell death in E12.5 c-jun+/+ and c-jun−/− embryos. Ungewitter's staining of coronal sections through the hindbrains of c-jun+/+ (a) and c-jun−/− (b) E12.5 embryos reveals the presence of commissural axons (arrowheads). Note that there are no obvious differences in the appearance or positions of axons in the two genotypes. ISEL staining (brown reaction product, arrowheads) revealed extensive death in the E12.5 trigeminal ganglion (c, d). However, the trigeminal ganglia of wild-type (c) and c-jun knock-out (d) embryos did not display any obvious differences in the number or anatomical positions of dying cells. Scale bar, 50 μm.
Figure 2. Axogenesis in retinal grafts from wild-type and c-jun-null embryos. 

*a*, A grafted eye from a thymosin-β10-lacZ transgenic mouse develops retina-like structures and contains a lens. Note that thymosin-β10-lacZ is present in retinal ganglion cells and their axons. 

*b*, Retinal ganglion cell axons of the thymosin-β10-lacZ graft project through the retinorecipient layer of the superior colliculus of the host. 

*c–h*, Grafts from wild-type (*c, e, g*) or c-jun knock-out (*d, f, h*) mice were stained by Ungewitter’s silver technique to reveal axons (*arrows, arrowheads*). Axons were evident in grafts from both c-jun⁺⁺ (*c, e, g*) and c-jun⁻⁻ (*d, f, h*) mice. 

*c, d*, Axons growing through the inner plexiform and ganglion cell layers (*black arrowheads*) and the OPL (*white arrow*) in wild-type and c-jun-null grafts, respectively. In grafts of both genotypes, the INL and ONL are evident. 

*e*, Axons in the ganglion cell layer are evident (*black arrowheads*). In *f*, axons fasciculate into bundles (*arrowheads*), and in *g* they can be seen leaving the graft and entering the superior colliculus of the host. 

*h*, c-jun-null graft 2 months after transplantation. Note that the general cytoarchitecture of the graft is maintained, and axons are still present in the outer plexiform layer (*arrowheads*). Scale bars: *a, b, g*, 100 μm; *c, d, 30 μm; e, f, h, 50 μm.
ganglion cell axons (e.g., Herdegen et al., 1993; Hüll and Bähr, 1994a,b), retinal grafts from wild-type and \textit{c-jun}-null embryos were next analyzed for axonal growth.

As shown in Figure 2, retinal grafts from both genotypes (equivalent to an \textit{in vivo} retina at P7) had similar morphological appearances. Typically, the inner nuclear layer (INL) and outer nuclear layer (ONL) were evident as darkly stained regions separated by a thin acellular zone that represented the outer plexiform layer (OPL; Fig. 2c–e). Using Ungewitter’s silver staining for fibers, axons were seen running through the outer plexiform layer (Fig. 2c,d, white arrows). The ganglion cell and optic fiber layers were less heavily stained but contained many axons that emanated from ganglion cells (Fig. 2c,e, black arrowheads). These fibers were frequently seen to form bundles (Fig. 2f) that exited the graft (Fig. 2g). There were no obvious differences in the incidence or organization of fibers in the outer plexiform or ganglion cell layers in grafts from the two genotypes (Fig. 2c,d). Therefore, \textit{c-jun} was not essential for the gross formation of the retina or the initiation, elongation, and general path finding of axons in the retina.

Although \textit{c-Jun} was not essential for axogenesis, it was conceivable that it might be necessary for the long-term maintenance of axonal integrity. Therefore, retinal transplants of both genotypes were allowed to develop for longer periods to determine whether axons degenerated selectively in \textit{c-jun}-null grafts. Although older grafts of both genotypes generally started to show signs of infiltration, many still retained their anatomical integrity. Figure 2h depicts a retinal graft from a \textit{c-jun}-null embryo 2 months after transplantation. The graft had a well organized ONL, and the INL was still apparent. Furthermore, there were many axonal fibers in the outer plexiform layer (Fig. 2h, arrowheads). Equivalent grafts from wild-type embryos were indistinguishable from \textit{c-jun}-null transplants (data not shown). Therefore, there was no evidence of selective long-term degeneration of axons in \textit{c-jun}-null grafts.

\textbf{Relationship between \textit{c-jun}-lacZ expression and apoptosis in developing and grafted retinas}

Although cell death in the developing retina is well documented (Young, 1984), it is not known whether this is recapitulated in retinal grafts. As demonstrated by others (Berko-Flint et al., 1994; Ren et al., 1997) \textit{c-Jun} is expressed in the developing retina before, during, and after PCD (Fig. 3h). The authenticity of \textit{c-Jun} is confirmed by the molecular mass (~39 kDa) of the immunoreactive band and the absence of the protein in extracts from \textit{c-jun}-null embryos (Fig. 3h). Based on migration relative to standards for the dephospho and phospho forms of \textit{c-Jun}, the predominant protein in the retina during development is dephospho-\textit{Jun}. However, it remains to be established whether the gene is expressed in retinal transplants. To address these issues, cell death was monitored in both the developing retina and retinal grafts by conventional histology and the ISEL technique. Two independent methods were used to assess death, because ISEL may not detect all dying cells (Wood et al., 1993; Herrup and Busser, 1995). Although authentic \textit{c-Jun} was detected in the retina by immunoblotting, the levels were not high enough to be convincingly demonstrated by immunohistochemistry. Therefore, the present cell death studies were performed using \textit{c-jun}-lacZ transgenic mice (Chen and Morgan, unpublished data). In this strain of mice, \textit{β}-galactosidase can be used as a very sensitive, surrogate indicator of \textit{c-jun} expression \textit{in vivo}. Details of the characteristics of these mice are to be presented elsewhere. In addition to the higher sensitivity, the strategy of monitoring \textit{Jun-lacZ} rather than endogenous \textit{c-Jun} was taken to preclude the possibility that \textit{c-jun} was being expressed by occasional host cells that had infiltrated the graft. In addition, ISEL and \textit{β}-galactosidase histochemistry are compatible techniques, permitting colocalization studies.

Because the vast majority of cell death in the mouse retina occurs postnatally, peaking between P7 and P9 (Young, 1984), the neonatal period was primarily examined. Pyknotic nuclei were detected in the retina of P7 \textit{c-jun}-lacZ mice (Fig. 3a, inset). The dying cells were located primarily within the INL. Occasional pyknotic cells were observed at the boundary of the ONL where it juxtaposed the outer plexiform layer. Rarely were dead or dying cells seen in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) at this stage of development. A very similar anatomical pattern of cell death was observed using ISEL (Fig. 3b), confirming the data obtained by conventional histology (Fig. 3a). Consistent with previous studies (Young, 1984), there were few or no pyknotic cells in sections from P28 retinas (Fig. 3c).

Many \textit{Jun-lacZ}-positive cells were seen throughout the ONL, INL, and GCL of the P7 retina (Fig. 3a,b). The distribution of labeling in the ONL was uniform, whereas only sporadic cells in the GCL expressed \textit{Jun-lacZ} (Fig. 3a,b). Although there was substantial expression of \textit{Jun-lacZ} within the INL, there appeared to be more labeling within the innermost region (Fig. 3a). When compared with ISEL-positive or pyknotic cells, many more cells expressed \textit{Jun-lacZ} in the INL (Fig. 3a,b). Moreover, most pyknotic and apoptotic cells were negative for \textit{Jun-lacZ} (Fig. 3a, inset). Quantitative analysis of apoptosis in the P7 retina revealed that there were 96.8 ± 9.03 pyknotic nuclei/mm². On average, only 2 pyknotic cells/mm² also expressed \textit{Jun-lacZ}. It should be emphasized that this is merely a snapshot of cell death and \textit{Jun-lacZ} expression. Because \textit{c-jun} expression often increases and decreases rapidly, we cannot exclude the possibility that \textit{Jun-lacZ} was expressed transiently before the cell becoming pyknotic. Furthermore, it is possible that the demise of these cells is accompanied by the protolysis of \textit{Jun-lacZ}. This could result in a loss of \textit{β}-galactosidase staining, although \textit{c-Jun} might still be expressed.

In the P28 retina, \textit{Jun-lacZ}-positive cells were still evident in the INL and GCL (Fig. 3c) despite the fact that there is no PCD at this time (Young, 1984; Fig. 3c). As at P7, only sporadic cells were labeled in the GCL at P28. However, two bands of cells, located at the inner and outer boundaries of the INL, expressed \textit{Jun-lacZ} at this stage (Fig. 3c).

In view of the discrepancies between \textit{Jun-LacZ} expression and PCD, additional times of development were investigated. At E11.5, there was weak expression of \textit{Jun-lacZ} in the neuroblast layer (Fig. 3e). In addition, there was prominent expression of \textit{Jun-lacZ} in what appeared to be migrating ganglion cells (Siddman, 1961) (Fig. 3e, inset). There were very few pyknotic cells evident in the early retina (Fig. 3e). At E17.5, there was still weak expression of \textit{Jun-lacZ} in the neuroblast population, but the band of presumptive migrating cells was no longer evident (Fig. 3f). However, \textit{Jun-lacZ}-positive cells were seen in the ganglion cell layer at this time (Fig. 3f). In addition, there were \textit{Jun-lacZ}-expressing cells associated with the proximal portion of the optic nerve (Fig. 3f). Only occasional pyknotic cells were seen at E17.5 (Fig. 3f).

These data indicated that (1) like \textit{c-Jun}, \textit{Jun-lacZ} was expressed in the developing retina; (2) \textit{Jun-lacZ} expression was more widespread than cell death in the retina; (3) \textit{Jun-lacZ} was
Figure 3. c-jun-lacZ is expressed in normal and in grafted retinas before, during, and after the period of developmental cell death. 

a. A retina from a P7 c-jun-lacZ transgenic mouse was processed for β-galactosidase histochemistry and counterstained with neutral red to detect pyknotic nuclei. The X-gal product (blue) is visible in all cell layers of the retina, whereas pyknotic nuclei (dark red, inset) are predominantly located in the INL.

b. A P7 retina from a c-jun-lacZ mouse was processed for β-galactosidase histochemistry followed by the ISEL procedure. Jun-lacZ is expressed throughout the retina, whereas ISEL-positive cells (brown reaction product) are only observed within the INL and adjacent to the OPL (arrow). (Figure legend continues)
only rarely detected in retinal cells with pyknotic nuclei, although it may have been expressed at some point before their formal demise; and (4) Jun-lacZ expression was observed in retinal cells at P28 that were not destined to die.

Having established the relationship between Jun-lacZ expression and PCD in the retina in vivo, a parallel analysis was performed in retinal grafts. Figure 3d shows a retinal xenograft from a c-jun-lacZ mouse 12 d after transplantation. This time point was calculated as being equivalent to an in vivo retina at P3, which is shown in Figure 3g for comparison. There was widespread expression of Jun-lacZ in both the normal retina and the graft (Fig. 3d,g). The various layers of the retinal graft were not as well defined as at later stages (compare Figs. 3d, 2c,g). The darkest stained region of the transplant was strongly Jun-lacZ-positive (Fig. 3d) and was composed of three subzones (Fig. 3d, z1–z3) that were also evident in the P3 retina in vivo (Fig. 3g). The innermost region (z1) is known to comprise predominantly differentiating and dying amacrine cells that will contribute to the INL (Young, 1984, 1985). Although this zone contained only a few Jun-lacZ-positive cells, the majority of the pyknotic cells present in the graft were seen in z1 (Figs. 3d, 4a,b). The most intense staining for Jun-lacZ was evident in z2 and z3. The z2 and z3 regions contain neuroblasts and differentiating neurons that give rise to the INL and ONL (Young, 1985). Consistent with previous studies (Young 1984; see Fig. 3e,g), there were few pyknotic cells in the neuroblast population (Figs. 3d–f, 4a,b). The z3 region contains predominantly photoreceptors and neuroblasts at P3 (Caley et al., 1972). As in the z2 region, there were few pyknotic cells in the future ONL despite the fact that jun-lacZ was widely expressed (Figs. 3d, 4a,b). Both the graft and the P3 retina had detectable inner plexiform layers (Fig. 3d,g). Beyond the IPL, a somewhat diffuse GCL was seen in the transplant (Fig. 3d). Sporadic Jun-lacZ-positive and pyknotic cells were observed in the GCL of the P3 retina and the presumptive GCL of the graft (Figs. 3d,g, 4a,b). However, the two were rarely coincident, and there were more Jun-lacZ-positive cells than apoptotic cells (Figs. 3d, 4a,b).

These studies established that retinal grafts did express Jun-lacZ but that this was not specifically associated with regions of the retina undergoing PCD.

c-jun is not essential for PCD in retinal grafts

PCD in the mouse retina is largely confined to the perinatal and early postnatal period (Young, 1984). Therefore, grafts from wild-type and c-jun-null littersmates that were equivalent to P3, P7, and P9 were examined for spontaneous cell death.

At presumptive P3, the majority of cells with pyknotic nuclei were located in the region of differentiating INL cells and in the GCL (Figs. 3d, 4a,b, insets). In P3 retinas in vivo, PCD occurs predominantly among the ganglion and amacrine cell populations (Young, 1984). Thus, the location of the cells with pyknotic nuclei in the retinal transplants was consistent with ganglion and amacrine cells. Moreover, there were no overt differences in the numbers of pyknotic nuclei in grafts from wild-type (57.3 ± 8.8 pyknotic nuclei/mm²) or c-jun-null embryos (58.3 ± 7.5 pyknotic nuclei/mm²) (Fig. 4a,b). These numbers from presumptive P3 grafts are in good agreement with the number of pyknotic nuclei observed in the P3 retina in vivo (47.7 ± 11.6 pyknotic nuclei/mm²) (Table 1).

In grafts at presumptive P7, the neuroblasts had largely differentiated to give a well defined ONL and a more diffuse INL (Fig. 4c,d). At this stage, only occasional apoptotic cells were seen at the inner boundary of the ONL (Fig. 4c,d). This is consistent with ISEL staining in the P7 retina in vivo, where only sporadic ISEL-positive and pyknotic cells were seen at the border of the ONL where it juxtaposed the outer plexiform layer (compare Figs. 3b, 4c,d). Young (1984) reported dying rods located near the inner boundary of the ONL. Thus, the occasional apoptotic figures may represent degenerating rods. More ISEL-positive cells were evident within the INL of presumptive P7 grafts, where they tended to lie close to the boundary with the inner plexiform layer (Fig. 4c,d). Again, the frequency and distribution of the ISEL-positive cells was generally the same as that observed in vivo at this age (compare Figs. 3b Fig. 4c,d). This is consistent with the reported peak of death within the INL of bipolar cells, inner rod cells, and Müller glia (Young, 1984). As in presumptive P3 grafts, there were no obvious differences in the position or frequency of ISEL-positive cells between the two genotypes (Fig. 4c,d). Wild-type grafts contained 46.8 ± 9.8 pyknotic nuclei/mm², whereas retinal grafts from c-jun-null embryos contained 41.6 ± 8.0 pyknotic nuclei/mm².

At presumptive P9, the grafts had matured further, and the previously diffuse INL had become more defined (Fig. 4e,f). Apoptosis in grafts at presumptive P9 was essentially the same as at presumptive P7, with ISEL-positive cells being observed predominantly in the INL (Fig. 4e,f). In vivo at P9, most cell death occurs within the INL, where Müller glia, bipolar cells, and, to a lesser extent, inner rods die (Young, 1984). As at earlier stages of maturation, there were no marked differences in the frequency or location of apoptotic cells in grafts from wild-type or c-jun-null embryos (Fig. 4e,f). Wild-type grafts contained 87.7 ± 27.8 pyknotic nuclei/mm², whereas retinal grafts from c-jun-null embryos contained 82.4 ± 15.5 pyknotic nuclei/mm².

The foregoing data indicated that c-jun was not essential for neuronal death in vivo up to E12.5 or for PCD in retinal grafts up to the equivalent of P9. Moreover, both the in vivo and transplantation data indicated that axon growth occurred independently of c-Jun function.

---

c. At P28, Jun-lacZ expression is evident in the GCL and the INL. d. An embryonic retina from a c-jun-lacZ mouse was grafted onto the superior colliculus and allowed to develop until presumptive P3. Within the neuroblast layer, three zones (z1–z3) can be discerned. Only a few cells express Jun-lacZ in z1, whereas many cells in z2 express the transgene. The cells in z3 express Jun-lacZ at levels intermediate between z1 and z2. e. Presumptive migrating ganglion cells (inset) and neuroblasts are Jun-lacZ-positive in an E11.5 retina. f. At E17.5, Jun-lacZ-positive cells are located within the GCL and neuroblast population as well as along the optic nerve. g. As in presumptive P3 grafts, the neuroblast layer in the P3 retina displays three zones of Jun-lacZ expression. z1 is a Jun-lacZ-poor region; z2 has high Jun-lacZ expression; and z3 has intermediate levels of Jun-lacZ. Scale bars: a, b, 30 µm; h–d, f, g: 50 µm. h. Western blot analysis with an anti-c-Jun antiseraum revealed a band (c-Jun) migrating at ~39 kDa that was present in embryo extracts from c-jun wild-type mice but absent in equivalent extracts from c-jun-null mice. An additional band of higher molecular mass was nonspecific, because it was present in both wild-type and c-jun-null embryo extracts. By comparison with standards from nonirradiated (−UV) and irradiated (+UV) NIH3T3 fibroblasts, the 39-kDa band is identified as the dephospho form of c-Jun. The additional lanes establish that authentic dephospho Jun is expressed in the eye at E16.5, P0, P5, and P15.
Figure 4. Cell death in retinal transplants of wild-type and c-jun knock-out mice. Retinas from c-jun$^{+/+}$ (a) and c-jun$^{-/-}$ (b) E13.5 mice were grafted onto the superior colliculus and allowed to develop until a stage corresponding to P3. In neutral red-stained sections, darker areas correspond to the neuroblast layer, whereas lighter areas represent the GCL and the inner part of the INL. Pyknotic nuclei (dark red cell fragments, inset) are predominantly detected in the lightly stained areas. c, d, Retinas from c-jun$^{+/+}$ (c) and c-jun$^{-/-}$ (d) E12.5 mice were transplanted to day-of-birth rats and allowed to develop until the equivalent of P7, when cell death was detected by ISEL. In these methyl green-counterstained sections, the ONL appears as a dark green area, whereas the INL is light green. In both c-jun$^{+/+}$ (c) and c-jun$^{-/-}$ (d) transplants, ISEL-positive cells (arrowheads) are situated within the INL and occasionally immediately above the ONL. A line has been added to show the demarcation between the ONL and INL. e, f, Additional grafts from c-jun$^{+/+}$ (e) and c-jun$^{-/-}$ (f) E13.5 embryos were allowed to develop to the equivalent of P9. The INL is now more distinct and contains the majority of the ISEL-positive cells (arrowheads). e, inset. Enlargement of the boxed area showing ISEL-positive cells in the INL. There are no obvious differences between wild-type (e) and c-jun-null (f) grafts with regard to the location or approximate numbers of ISEL-positive cells. Scale bars: a, b, 30 μm; c–f, 50 μm.
Table 1. Cell death in neonatal retina and retinal grafts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presumptive postnatal (d)</th>
<th>Pycnotic nuclei/mm²</th>
<th>c-jun⁺⁺ grafts</th>
<th>c-jun⁻⁻ grafts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>57.3 ± 8.8</td>
<td>58.3 ± 7.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>46.8 ± 9.8</td>
<td>41.6 ± 8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>87.7 ± 27.8</td>
<td>82.4 ± 15.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 retina in vivo</td>
<td>47.7 ± 11.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pycnotic nuclei were counted in serial sections through the center of the grafts or the midline of at least five sections ± SEM (see Materials and Methods). For each genotype, four independent grafts were analyzed. NA, Not applicable.

**DISCUSSION**

Previous studies have demonstrated an association between the expression of c-jun and the apparently opposing phenomena of programmed neuronal death (Dragunow et al., 1993; Anderson et al., 1995; Ferrer et al., 1996; Guégan et al., 1997) and neuronal regeneration (Jenkins and Hunt, 1991; Leah et al., 1991; Jenkins et al., 1993; Vaudano et al., 1998). Although the evidence for c-Jun playing an active role in regeneration is largely circumstantial, several reports have directly implicated this basic zipper transcription factor in PCD in culture (Estus et al., 1994; Ham et al., 1995). However, a study in midgestational c-jun-null embryos questioned the role of this gene in programmed cell elimination in vivo (Röfller-Tarl et al., 1996). This discrepancy could result from there being mechanistically distinct forms of neuronal death. Indeed, it has been proposed that apoptosis among neuroblasts in neurogenic regions of the nervous system is distinct from that occurring after the neuroblasts exit the cell cycle and become subject to target-dependent selection or synaptic competition (Blaschke et al., 1996).

Although some target-dependent PCD may be occurring in both the trigeminal and dorsal root ganglia at E12.5 (Davies and Lumsden, 1984; White et al., 1996), this process is most prominent after the time that c-jun-null embryos die (e.g., Wright et al., 1983; Young, 1984; Herrup and Busser, 1995). Therefore, it was unclear whether c-jun might play a critical role in PCD during later development. In an attempt to reconcile the culture data with the in vivo results (Röfller-Tarl et al., 1996), a retinal grafting paradigm was used to extend the analysis of PCD to encompass times when the second type of cellular demise occurred. Moreover, by characterizing PCD, gene expression, and axogenesis in retinal grafts from transgenic and c-jun-nullizous mice, it was possible to assess the impact of loss of c-Jun function on multiple aspects of retinal phenotype.

The retinal transplantation paradigm used here has been extensively characterized at the anatomical and physiological levels (McLoon and Lund, 1980; Hankin and Lund, 1987). However, it was unknown whether these grafts exhibited temporally and spatially appropriate PCD or spontaneously expressed c-jun. As shown here, retinas in vivo and retinal grafts at the equivalent stages of maturation had indistinguishable patterns of PCD and c-jun-lacZ expression. Furthermore, the location of the dying cells is consistent with the known pattern of PCD in the retina (Young, 1984). The grafts also have the same general cytoarchitecture as normal retinas and produce axons, axonal bundles, and presumptive optic nerves; i.e., the transplants behaved largely like retinas in vivo with regard to anatomical development, axogenesis, axonal path finding, and PCD. Therefore, these grafts do represent an appropriate model for investigating the role of c-jun in PCD and axonal growth.

Although the expression patterns of c-jun-lacZ in retinas and retinal grafts were similar, they were not coincident with PCD. For example, Jun-lacZ was rarely detected in pyknotic or ISEL-positive cells. In addition, many cells expressed c-jun-lacZ that were not destined to die. Besides a lack of correlation between expression of c-jun-lacZ and cell death, the level and location of PCD in retinal grafts from c-jun-null embryos were indistinguishable from those of wild-type transplants. Thus, despite several compelling studies indicating that c-Jun plays a causal role in growth factor-dependent death in culture (Colotta et al., 1992; Estus et al., 1994; Ham et al., 1995), the present transplantation study establishes that c-jun is not essential for neuronal PCD in the retina. In addition, c-jun is not essential for PCD in the peripheral (e.g., trigeminal ganglion) or central nervous systems (e.g., telencephalon) in vivo up to E12.5.

A number of features may account for the discrepancies in c-jun function between the in vivo and in vitro studies. First, the studies implicating c-Jun causally in neuronal PCD all involved cultures of sympathetic neurons. Because the present investigation primarily studied the retina, we cannot discount the possibility that c-Jun plays a unique role in eliminating sympathetic neurons. In this case, there may be more heterogeneity in the suicide pathway than previously thought. Second, it is possible that growth factor-dependent neuronal death in culture may have mechanistic differences from PCD in vivo. Conversely, grafting may alter the underlying mechanisms of PCD in the retina, making them independent of c-Jun. Fourth, the discrepancy may also be a result of the temporal limitations of investigating PCD in culture. Thus, antagonizing c-Jun function in vitro may give the impression of halting PCD, whereas in reality it may only have retarded the process. Fifth, the absence of a functional c-jun allele in vivo may result in the upregulation of a related gene with a redundant function. It should also be emphasized that c-jun could still play a nonessential role in PCD in vivo and in vitro.

Although the distribution of Jun-lacZ expression was not predictive of PCD, the transgene was expressed in retinal neurons that were undergoing axon growth and synaptogenesis both in vivo and in transplants. Although PCD is confined to a relatively narrow time window in the retina, axon growth and synaptogenesis span a longer developmental period, beginning in midgestation and ending after P20 (Olney, 1968a,b; Hinds and Hinds, 1974). In contrast, PCD in the retina begins around the time of birth, peaks at approximately P8, and is largely finished by P12 (Young, 1984). The spatial and temporal expression of Jun-lacZ mirrored axogenesis and synaptogenesis. For example, ganglion cells elaborate their axons from E12.5 onward (Hinds and Hinds, 1974), and Jun-lacZ was expressed in the region of the retina that contained differentiating ganglion cells during this period. By P7 there is extensive axogenes and synaptogenesis of bipolar cells in the INL (Olney, 1968a,b) that contribute to the formation of the OPL. At P7 there was also substantial expression of Jun-lacZ within the INL. This finding is consistent with reports linking expression of c-jun to axonal outgrowth in many brain regions, including the retina (Herdegen et al., 1993; Hüll and Bähr, 1994b; Robinson, 1994, 1995, 1996; Vaudano et al., 1998). However, Jun-lacZ was also expressed in neuroblasts and photoreceptors, which do not possess axons. Therefore, the association between Jun-lacZ expression and axogenesis in the developing retina was not absolute. This finding extends one study of Jun expression in the adult retina after optic nerve transection in which Jun-like immunoreactivity was not invariably associated with sprouting ganglion cells (Isenmann and Bähr, 1997).
Unlike PCD, there are no experiments that have directly addressed whether c-Jun function is necessary for axon growth. It was impossible to investigate neuronal regeneration using c-jun-null xenografts. However, axonal regeneration in the adult shares a number of common molecular features with axogenesis during development, and as shown here, c-jun-lacZ is expressed during axogenesis. Therefore, the role of c-Jun in developmental axon growth was investigated in grafts from wild-type and c-jun-null mice. The absence of a functional c-jun allele had no discernible effect on the initiation, elongation, or path finding of axons in vivo or in transplants. In addition, there were no obvious differences in the number or appearance of axons or axon bundles in the brains or retinal xenografts of either genotype. Finally, the gross morphological characteristics of axons and axon bundles in 2-month-old c-jun-null retinal grafts were indistinguishable from wild-type grafts, suggesting that c-Jun was not essential for the maintenance of axonal integrity.

As for PCD, a number of limitations in the study have to be acknowledged. First, although developmental axogenesis shares many molecular and structural features with axonal regeneration in the adult, the processes are not identical. For example, adult axons are myelinated, and the extracellular milieu of the adult CNS is nonpermissive for axon growth (Ramon y Cajal, 1959; Schnell and Schwab, 1990). Therefore, the present data cannot exclude the possibility that c-jun is essential for adult nerve regeneration. Second, c-jun may still play a dispensable role in developmental axogenesis. Third, because this study involved a light microscopic analysis of axogenesis, there may be as yet unidentified functional, biochemical, or ultrastructural defects in neurons in c-jun-null mice.

The present study also indicated that Jun-lacZ was expressed in retinal neuroblasts during development. This finding is consistent with a previous observation of c-jun expression in many of the proliferating populations in the developing nervous system (Wilkinson et al., 1989). However, as with PCD and axon growth, this association was not complete, and there were no obvious deficiencies in the neuroblast populations in jun-null embryos or grafts. Therefore, the expression of c-jun and c-jun-lacZ was not absolutely correlated with, or overly necessary for, any particular cell fate or developmental event in the retina. Rather, c-jun seems to fulfill a pleiotropic role, perhaps contributing in a nonessential way to multiple biological processes. Nevertheless, this gene may still serve as a valuable reporter with which to identify the signaling molecules and pathways that are activated during death and regeneration in the nervous system.
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